A chiral quark-model approach is adopted to study the η photoproduction off the quasi-free neutron and proton from a deuteron target. Good descriptions of the differential cross sections, total cross sections and beam asymmetries for these two processes are obtained in the low energy region. For γp → ηp, the dominant resonances are S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520), D 13 (1700) and P 13 (1720). For the γn → ηn process, the dominant resonances are S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520), D 15 (1675) and P 13 (1720). Furthermore, the u channel backgrounds have significant contributions to the η photoproduction processes. The configuration mixings in S 11 (1535, 1650) and D 13 (1520, 1700) can be extracted, i.e. θ S ≃ 26
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding of the baryon spectrum and the search for the missing nucleon resonances and new exotic states are hot topics in nuclear physics [1] . Photoproduction of mesons is an ideal tool for the study of nucleon resonances in experiment [2] . Recently, a bump structure around W = 1.68 GeV was observed in the excitation function of η production off quasi-free neutrons by Ref. [3] , which was considered as an evidence for a narrow resonance. To further understand the "anomalous" peak around W = 1.68 GeV, the measurement of the polarized beam asymmetry in η photoproduction on the neutron is also carried out by the GRAAL Collaboration [4] . The bump-like structure observed in γn → ηn stimulates great interests of other experimental collaborations. The CBELSA/TAPS measured the quasi-free photoproduction of η mesons off nucleons bound in the deuteron [5] , and found that there was a pronounced bump-like structure at W ≃ 1.68 GeV in the excitation function for η production off the neutron. This structure was absent in γp → ηp. This structure was also confirmed in the η production off the neutron by the LNS [6] and Crystal Ball/TAPS [7] . Very recently, the quasifree compton scattering on the neutron was measured. The data reveals a narrow peak at W ≃ 1.68 GeV as well, which is considered as evidence for a narrow structure in the γn → ηn in association with the photoproduction data [8] .
Explanations for the bump structure around W ≃ 1.68 GeV have been proposed in the literature. One proposal [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is that the narrow structure might correspond to the antidecuplet of pentaquark states. The other possibility is that the * E-mail: zhongxh@ihep.ac.cn † E-mail: zhaoq@ihep.ac.cn narrow structure around W ≃ 1.68 GeV is due to the interferences of some well known nucleon resonances. For example, Klempt et al. predict that the narrow structure can be naturally interpreted by interferences between S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) [14] . Similar conclusions are obtained by Shyam and Scholten within a coupled-channels K-matrix approach, where the the bump structure at W ≃ 1.68 GeV is attributed to the interfering effects of S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), P 11 (1710) and P 13 (1710) [15] . In contrast, Shklyar et al. suggest that the narrow structure can be explained in terms of coupledchannel effects due to S 11 (1650) and P 11 (1710) resonance excitations [16] . It is also interesting to ask why the bump structure has not been observed in γp → ηp if it indeed corresponds to a genuine resonance. Kuznetsov et al. presented their new data of the beam asymmetry for η photoproduction on free protons, which may revealed a structure [17] . However, it is questionable to explain this structure as an evidence of a narrow resonance according to the partial wave analysis [14] . Very recently the MAMI-C Collaboration reported their new observations on γp → ηp. A shallow dip near W = 1.68 GeV in the total cross section is found to be caused by a substantial dip in η production at forward angles [18] . It is wondered whether the dip structure is in connection with the observed narrow structure in the neutron reaction. To have a better understanding of these questions, a combined study of the η production off quasi-free protons and neutrons is urgently needed.
In this work, we present a systemic analysis of experimental observables, such as differential cross sections, total cross sections, and polarized beam asymmetry, for the η photoproduction on the quasi-free nucleons, within a constituent quark model. In the quark model, an effective chiral Lagrangian is introduced to account for the quark-pseudoscalar-meson coupling. Since the quark-meson coupling is invariant under the chiral transformation, some of the low-energy properties of QCD are retained. The chiral quark model has been well developed and widely applied to meson photoproduction reactions [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . It has several obvious features. One is that only a limited number of parameters will appear in the formalism. In principle, only one parameter is needed for the resonances to be coupled to the pseudoscalar meson in the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetric quark model limit. This distinguishes it from hadronic models where each resonance requires one individual coupling constant as a free parameter. Secondly, since all the resonances are treated equivalently at the quark level. Thus, it would have predictive powers to some extent when exposed to experimental data. Information about the resonance structures and form factors can thus be extracted. Meanwhile, insights into the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry breaking can be gained.
In the case of η meson photoproduction off nucleons, the chiral quark model can be applied and transition amplitudes at the tree level can be explicitly calculated. There are interesting differences between γp → ηp and γn → ηn. In the γp reactions, contributions from states of representation [70, 4 8] will be forbidden by the Moorhouse selection rule [32] . As a consequence, only states of [56, 2 8] and [70, 2 8 ] would contribute to the η production. In contrast, all the octet states can contribute to the γn reactions. In another word, more states will be present in the γn reactions. Therefore, by studying the η meson photoproduction on the quasi-free nucleons, we expect that the role played by intermediate baryon resonances can be highlighted.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a brief review of the chiral quark model approach is given. The numerical results are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. IV.
II. FRAMEWORK
In the chiral quark model, the quark-pseudoscalar-meson and electromagnetic couplings at the tree level are described by [30, 31] 
where ψ j represents the j-th quark field in a hadron, and f m is the meson's decay constant. The pseudoscalar-meson octet φ m is written as
The s and u channel transition amplitudes are determined by
where ω γ is the energy of the incoming photons. |N i , |N j and |N f stand for the initial, intermediate and final states, respectively, and their corresponding energies are E i , E j and E f , which are the eigenvalues of the NRCQM Hamiltonian H [33, 34] . The s and u channel transition amplitudes have been worked out in the harmonic oscillator basis in Ref. [30] .
The t channel contributions due to vector meson exchange are not considered in this work. If a complete set of resonances are included in the s and u channels, the introduction of t channel contributions might result in double counting [35] . In fact, the t channel vector-meson exchange contribution was found to be negligible at low energy region [31, 36] .
In the Chew-Goldberger-Low-Nambu (CGLN) parameterization [37] , the transition amplitude can be written with a standard form:
where σ is the spin operator of the nucleon, ǫ is the polarization vector of the photon, and k and q are incoming photon and outgoing meson momenta, respectively. It is should be remarked that the amplitudes in terms of the harmonic oscillator principle quantum number n are the sum of a set of SU(6) multiplets with the same n. To see the contributions of individual resonances, we need to separate out the single-resonance-excitation amplitudes within each principle number n in the s-channel. Taking into account the width effects of the resonances, the resonance transition amplitudes of the s-channel can be generally expressed as [30] 
where √ s = E i + ω γ is the total energy of the system, α is the harmonic oscillator strength, M R is the mass of the s-channel resonance with a width Γ R (q), and O R is the separated operators for individual resonances in the s-channel. Its general structure is given by [30] ,
where g R is an isospin factor, A is the meson decay amplitude, and f R i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is proportional to the photon transition amplitude. The detail of extracting O R can be found in [30] .
Finally, the physical observables, differential cross section and photon beam asymmetry, are given by the following standard expressions [38] : (14) In this work, we study the η mesons photoproduction off quasi-free proton and neutron from a deuteron target. The deuteron is at rest in the laboratory system, but the nucleons are not. Thus, the Fermi motion of the quasi-free nucleon should be included. To take into account the Fermi motion, we follow the method of Ref. [14] and fold the cross section for the free nucleon case with the momentum distribution of the nucleon inside the deuteron. This method is also adopted in Ref. [39] .
The quasi-free nucleon bound in the deuteron has a internal Fermi momentum p N . Its three components are defined as
The outgoing meson momentum q has a relation with the internal Fermi momentum p N [14] :
where we have defined
In the above equations, z is the cosine of the angle between meson and photon, i.e. z ≡ cos θ, m 1 is the mass of the outgoing meson, and several variables are defined as
Thus, the differential cross section for the meson photoproduction off nucleons bound in a deuteron can be expressed as [14] :
where f 2 (p N ) is the nucleon momentum distribution inside the deuteron. In the calculations, we can choose the simple parametrization of the Paris [40] or CD-Bonn deuteron functions [41] . Both of the parametrizations give nearly the same wave functions for deuteron.
III. CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

A. Parameters
In our framework, the resonance transition operator, O R , is derived in the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetric quark model limit. In reality, the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry is generally broken due to e.g. spin-dependent forces in the quark-quark interaction. As a consequence, configuration mixings would occur, and an analytic solution cannot be achieved. An empirical way [24] [25] [26] [27] to accommodate the configuration mixings in the symmetric quark model framework is to introduce a set of coupling strength parameters, C R , for each resonance amplitude,
where C R can be determined by fitting the experimental observables. In the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry limit, one finds C R = 1 while deviations of C R from unity imply the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry breaking. For those two S -wave 1/2 − and D-wave 3/2 − states, state mixings seem to be inevitable. We explicitly express the transition amplitudes as follows:
where the coefficients C [70, 2 8 ] R and C [70, 4 
8] R
should contain state mixing information and from which the mixing angles between S 11 (1535) and S 11 1650), and D 13 (1520) and D 13 (1700) can be extracted. The determined C R values for low-lying resonances are listed in Tab. I, which are in agreement with the previous quark model study of Ref. [25] . We will discuss them in details in the later subsections.
To take into account the relativistic effects [22] , the commonly applied Lorentz boost factor is introduced in the resonance amplitude for the spatial integrals, which is
where
The ηNN coupling, α η , is a free parameter in the present calculations and to be determined by the experimental data. In the present work the overall parameter ηNN coupling α η is set to be the same for both of the processes γn → ηn and γp → ηp. Our determined ηNN coupling, g ηNN ≃ 2.13 (i.e. α η ≡ g 2 ηNN /4π = 0.36), is in good agreement with the determinations in Refs. [23, [42] [43] [44] .
There are another two overall parameters, the constituent quark mass m q and the harmonic oscillator strength α, from the transition amplitudes. In the calculation we adopt their standard values in the the quark model, m q = 330 MeV and α 2 = 0.16 GeV 2 . In the calculations, we allow the resonance masses and widths to have some changes around the values from PDG to better describe the data. The determined values are listed in Tab. II. It is found that most of the resonance masses and widths are in the range of PDG values. The favorable widths of S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) are 119 MeV and 105 MeV, respectively, which are slightly smaller than the lower limit of the PDG values [45] . 
B. γp → ηp with free proton target
The chiral quark model studies of γp → ηp have been carried out in Refs. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The improvement of the experimental situations allows one to determine the free parameters introduced in the formulation. In this channel the N * states of representation [70, 4 8] are prohibited from contribution because of the Moorhouse selection rule [32] . This would significantly reduce the number of s-channel resonances in the reaction in the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry limit. However, the configuration mixing effects would violate this selection rule, and mixings between representations of [70, 2 8] and [70, 4 8] with the same quantum numbers have to be taken into account in order to obtain a good description of the data near threshold.
To be more specific, S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) as mixing states of |70, 2 8, 1/2 − and |70, 4 8, 1/2 − can be expressed as follows: (29) where θ S is the mixing angle. Taking into account that the strong transition ratio R
and that the EM transition amplitude p|H e |70, 4 8 = 0 in the symmetric quark model due to the Moorhouse selection rule [32] , S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) transition amplitudes will only involve the term of [70, 2 8] representations defined in Eq. (27), of which the coefficients can be expressed as follows:
By fitting the data for γp → ηp to determine the above coeffi- cients and taking their ratio, one can extract the mixing angle θ S . In particular, it shows that the data favor C [25] [26] [27] . These determined values lead to a mixing angle θ S ≃ 24
• ∼ 32
• . It is consistent with the mixing angles determined by the partial decay widths of S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) → πN and ηN recently [46] . In Refs. [25, 50] , the relation of Eq. (30) was also obtained. However, the extracted mixing angle θ S = −35
• ∼ −27
• appears to have a sign difference from ours. This question has been clarified in their recent work [47] . In Refs. [25] [26] [27] 50] , the old conventions of the SU(3) wave functions from Isgur and Karl's early works [33, 34] were adopted, which resulted in R N S = 1. Thus, a negative value for the mixing angle θ S was obtained. We suggest one to adopt the Isgur's later conventions of the SU(3) wave functions [51] in the studies, with which the relative signs among the resonances transition amplitudes can be avoided. In line with the Isgur's later conventions, R N S = −1 can be determined such that a positive value for the mixing angle θ S can be extracted.
Equation (30) 
It should be noted that the positive mixing angle θ S is consistent with the OPE models [52] , 1/N c expansion approach [53] , and the 3 P 0 pair creation model [54] . The OGE model gives a negative The total cross section for the η photoproduction off the free proton. The circles and squares stand for the data from [18] and [49] , respectively. The dotted, dashed, dashdotted curves are for the results by switching off the contributions from S 11 (1650), P 13 (1720) and D 13 (1700), respectively. value for the mixing angle which is also natural since in the OGE model the interacting vertex is defined differently [33] .
Similarly, D 13 (1520) and D 13 (1700) as mixing states of |70, 2 − are expressed as follows:
where θ D is the mixing angle. The configuration mixing coefficient can be extracted as follows:
where the factor 1/ √ 10 is given by R
Parameter R is introduced to adjust the overall D-wave strength. In γp → ηp due to the absence of the p|H e |70, 4 8 = 0 helicity amplitude at leading order, the amplitude of p|H e |70, 2 8 cannot be well constrained. This amplitude will be canceled out when taking the ratio of these two D-wave excitation amplitudes. The deviation of R from unity may imply the underestimate of the EM transition amplitudes p|H e |70, 2 8 in the symmetric quark model. In fact, it shows that the D 13 (1520) helicity coupling A p 3/2 ≃ 0.095 GeV −1/2 is underestimated by about a factor of 1.8 compared with the PDG value [45] . In γp → ηp, the data favor C D 13 (1520) ≃ 1.80 and C D 13 (1700) ≃ 0.50, which leads to a mixing angle θ D ≃ 21
• and R ≃ 2.4. The extracted mixing angle is comparable with that extracted from the OPE models [52] , 1/N c expansion approach [53] , 3 P 0 pair creation model [54] , and the chiral constituent quark approach [55] .
In Figs. 1, 2 and 3 , we plot the differential cross sections, fixed-angle excitation functions, and total cross section for γp → ηp. These observables can be well described with the parameters determined by fitting 560 data points of the differential cross sections from [18] in the energy region 0.748 GeV ≤ E γ ≤ 1.3 GeV. The χ 2 per datum point is about χ 2 /N = 2.9. The dominant low-lying resonances are S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520), D 13 (1700) and P 13 (1720). In Tab. III we can see that the value of χ 2 /N increases drastically if we switch off any one of those resonances. This is to show a reasonable control of the model parameters near threshold. The well determined amplitudes are then applied to the quasi-free reaction with the deuteron target. Taking into account the Fermi motion, our predictions for the differential cross sections for the η photo-production off the quasi-free proton are shown in Fig. 4 . It shows that the predictions are in a good agreement with the data from threshold to E γ ≃ 1.4 GeV. In this energy region, the S 11 (1535) dominates the reaction, and D 13 (1520) is crucial for accounting for the shape deviation from the S wave. The u channel also has effects on the differential cross section. By switching off the amplitudes of S 11 (1535) (thin solid curves), or D 13 (1520) (dash-dotted curves), or u channel (dotted curves), we see that the differential cross sections change drastically.
Similar to the free nucleon reaction, the state mixings between [70, 2 8] and [70, 4 8 ] are important. For S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650), their mixing angle is fixed in the free nucleon reaction. In this sense, the quasi-free reaction can be treated as a test of the mixing scenario near threshold. The relative destructive interference between S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) accounts for the sudden change of the angular distributions around E γ = 1.00 GeV. In this energy region, the dashed curves indicate that without the contributions of S 11 (1650) the differential cross sections would be enhanced significantly. It should be mentioned that the destructive interference between S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650) also accounts for the dip structure around W = 1670 MeV in the γp → ηp excitation function at forward angles observed by MAMI-C Collaboration recently (see Fig. 2 ).
It can be also recognized that D 13 (1700) plays an important role around E γ = (1.0 ∼ 1.1) GeV. We find that a sizable strength of D 13 (1700), i.e. C D 13 (1700) = 0.50, is needed in order to account for the angular distributions. According to our analysis, D 13 (1700) is the main contributor to the bump structure around W = 1.7 GeV recently observed by MAMI-C Collaboration in the cross section of the η production off free proton (See Fig. 3 ). It should be pointed out that in the present work we include sizeable contributions from D 13 (1700) to improve the agreement with the data for the differential cross sections, which is compatible with the suggestion of Nakayama et al. [56] . Another possible explanation was discussed within the quark model [24] [25] [26] [27] , where a new S 11 with a mass of ∼ 1.72 GeV was suggested to be included to improve the descriptions of the differential cross sections.
The P-wave state P 13 (1720) turns out to have rather small effects on the cross section near threshold, but shows up in the region of E γ = 1.2 ∼ 1.4 GeV in the forward angle direction shown by the short dashed lines. Some contributions of P 13 (1720) in the γp → ηp reaction were also suggested in [15, 26, 56] .
The u channel plays an important role in the reactions. The dotted curves show that by turning off the contributions of u channel backgrounds, the cross sections will be underestimated significantly.
In Fig. 5 , the total cross section and the exclusive cross sections of several single resonances are shown. Our results are in good agreement with the data up to E γ ≃ 1.8 GeV. The thin line in the upper panel of Fig. 5 denotes the result of no Fermi motion, i.e. the cross section for the free proton reaction in Fig. 3 . It shows that the Fermi motion has the most significant corrections around S 11 (1535) energy region and becomes negligible in the higher energy region.
Apart from the Fermi motion corrections, the main feature of the η photoproduction off quasi-free protons is similar to the case of free proton reaction. In particular, we still see the dominance of S 11 (1535) near threshold and its destructive interference with S 11 (1650) which accounts for a shallow dip near E γ ≃ 1.05 GeV (W ≃ 1.68 GeV).
Polarization observables should be more sensitive to the underlying mechanisms. In Fig. 6 , we plot the polarized beam The interferences of S 11 (1535) with D 13 (1520) dominate the beam asymmetry. As shown by the dashed and dotted curves, if we switch off the contributions of S 11 (1535) and D 13 (1520), respectively, the asymmetries change drastically. The important roles of S 11 (1535) and D 13 (1520) in the beam asymmetry are also suggested in [26, 27, 57, 59] .
The contributions of S 11 (1650), D 13 (1700), P 13 (1720) and u channel backgrounds begin to appear in the energy region E γ > 1.0 GeV. With the increasing energy the contributions become more and more obvious. P 13 (1720) seems to be responsible for the shifting of the maximum to forward angles. If we switch off its contributions, the beam asymmetry will keep an approximate forward-backward symmetry.
In brief, it shows that the configuration mixing effects are important for describing γp → ηp near threshold. S 11 (1535) dominates the cross section, and its destructive interference with S 11 (1650) naturally accounts for the dip structure around W ≃ 1.68 GeV in the total cross section. The D-wave state, i.e. D 13 (1520), is crucial for accounting for the angular distributions in the differential cross sections and beam asymmetry as found by other analyses [15, [57] [58] [59] [60] . Signals for D 13 (1700), P 13 (1720) and u-channel contributions are also evidential.
D. γn → ηn with quasi-free neutron target
For the γn → ηn process, the Moorhouse selection rule no longer applies. Thus, both the spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 resonances would contribute in the s channel. Apart from the inevitable Fermi motion corrections, another feature with γn → ηn is that the EM interaction only involves neutral hadrons. Therefore, the electric terms would vanish and the leading EM coupling would come from the magnetic terms. As a consequence, the neutron reaction does not share the same resonance strength parameters C R with the proton reaction, although the strong interaction vertices can be well connected with each other by the isospin symmetry relation. With the same mixing scheme in Eq. (29) we can extract the configuration mixing coefficients for S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650), which are
C [70, 4 8]
where R in the D 13 (1520) and D 13 (1700), we extract the configuration mixing coefficient as follows:
C [70, 4 8] In γp → ηp the main resonance contributions are from S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520), D 15 (1675) and P 13 (1720). As shown in Tab. III, the χ 2 /N value would increase drastically if any one of these resonances is absent in the fitting. Among the main contributors, the S 11 (1535) plays a dominant role as well-known in the literature. If we turn off its contribution (see the thin solid line in Fig. 7 ), the differential cross sections become tiny, and the χ 2 /N increases to a very large value of 120. The constructive interferences between S 11 (1650) and S 11 (1535) around E γ ≃ (1.1 ± 0.2) GeV can be clearly seen in both differential and total cross sections. Turning off the contributions of S 11 (1650) (see the dashed curves the Fig. 7 ) the cross section is apparently underestimated. With the constructive interferences between S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650), we can naturally explain the second small bump-like structure at W ≃ 1.68 GeV (E γ ≃ 1.0 GeV) in the total cross section and excitation function (see Figs. 8 and 9 ), although the theoretical results has slightly underestimated the data for the excitation functions at forward angles. Our conclusion is compatible with the recent partial-wave analysis results [14] and the coupled-channel K-matrix approach [15] . The dash-dotted line in the upper panel of Fig. 8 shows that the second bump disappears as long as S 11 (1650) is switches off. Furthermore, we noted that there are other explanations about the bumplike structure at W ≃ 1.68 GeV. For example, Shklyar et al. explained the bump-like structure in terms of coupled-channel effects due to S 11 (1650) and P 11 (1710) [16] . In Refs. [10, 11] , the structure around W = 1.68 GeV was even considered as evidence for a non-strange member of the anti-decuplet pen- taquark state P 11 (1670) [61] . (1520) is crucial for the shape change of the differential cross sections in the low energy region E γ < 1.0 GeV, although its effects on the total cross section are negligible. The dash-dotted curves in Fig. 7 show that without its contributions, the forward angle enhancement would disappear. The importance of D 13 (1520) can also be seen in the beam asymmetry. In Fig. 10 it shows that the interferences between D 13 (1520) and S 11 (1535) govern the beam asymmetry at the low energy region E γ < 1.1 GeV. Switching off the D 13 (1520) (dash-dot-dotted curves ) or S 11 (1535) (dashed curves), we find that the curves change drastically.
A relatively large contribution from D 15 (1675) with C D 15 (1675) = 1.8 seems to be favored by the experimental data. In Fig. 7 , as indicated by the dash-dot-dotted lines, the cross sections at forward angles are overestimated significantly without D 15 (1675). The relatively large strength parameter, C D 15 (1675) = 1.8, for D 15 (1675) might due to the underestimate of the helicity couplings in the naive quark model. In the SU(6)⊗O (3) the PDG [45] .
In the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry limit, the contributions of P 13 (1720) are too small to reproduce the forward peak in the differential cross sections in the energy region E γ ≃ (1.2±0.1) GeV. By fitting the data, it shows that a relatively large value C P 13 (1720) = 3.0 should be applied. As denoted by the shortdashed line in Fig. 7 we see that without P 13 (1720), the forward peak in the differential cross sections would disappear. Contributions from P 13 (1720) were also suggested by Klempt et al. [14] . The unexpectedly large strength parameter of P 13 (1720) in the reaction could be an indication that the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry is badly violated [62] .
The u channel background also plays an important role in the γn → ηn process. It has a constructive interferences with S 11 (1535) . As shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 7 and dashed line in the upper panel of Fig. 9 , the cross sections will be underestimated more and more obviously with the increasing energy if the u channel is switched off.
In the lower panel of the Fig. 9 , it shows that the D 13 (1520), D 15 (1675) and P 13 (1720) and background u channel have comparable exclusive cross sections with S 11 (1650) around E γ ≃ 1.1 GeV. Their overall interfering effects have been essential for a good description of the experimental observable in this energy region. For instance, it can be noticed that the angular distributions of the cross sections are sensitive to D 13 (1520), D 15 (1675) and P 13 (1720), although their effects on the total cross section are negligible. Furthermore, the S 11 (1650), D 15 (1675) and background u channel have also sizeable effects on the beam asymmetry. Comparing with the data, we find that the predicted maximum for the beam asymmetry slightly shifts to the backward angles in the region E γ 1.0 GeV. It might indicate that higher resonances have interferences and they should be included with more elaborate considerations.
We also mention that other resonances, such as P 11 (1440), P 11 (1710), D 13 (1700), have negligible effects in the η photoproduction.
Similar to the γp → ηp process with quasi-free protons, the Fermi motion brings corrections to the cross section from threshold up to the mass of S 11 (1535). The effects decrease with the increasing energy as denoted by the thin solid curve in the upper panel of Fig. 9 .
To briefly summarize this subsection, we show that with the well-established S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520), D 15 (1675) and P 13 (1720) resonances and contribution of the u channel, we can obtained a good description of the reaction γn → ηn with quasi-free neutrons. In this reaction, S 11 (1535) plays a dominated role similar to γp → ηp. However, due to the presence of [70, 4 8] states, the amplitude of S 11 (1535) appears to have a constructive interference with S 11 (1650), which is crucial to explain the bump-like structure around W = 1.68 GeV. We also find that the angular distributions of the differential cross sections are sensitive to D 15 (1675) and P 13 (1720) around E γ = 1.1 GeV, and the u channel contributes a large background to the differential cross sections. The interferences between D 13 (1520) and S 11 (1535) govern the beam asymmetry at the low energy region E γ < 1.1 GeV, while contributions of several other resonances, such as P 11 (1440), P 11 (1710) and D 13 (1700), are negligibly small.
E. σ n /σ p with quasi-free neutron target
With the reasonable description of the η photoproduction off the free nucleons available, we can proceed a prediction for the quasi-free neutron/proton cross section ratio, σ n /σ p . This quantity was measured by CBELSA/TAPS Collaboration [5] . In Fig. 11 the theoretical prediction is plotted as the solid curve to compare with the experimental measurement [5] . It shows that the data can be well described by the solid curve, and an enhancement around W ≃ 1.68 GeV is observable.
In the literature this sharp peak at W ≃ 1.68 GeV is considered as an evidence of a new resonance [3, [6] [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] . However, in our case it can be naturally interpreted as the interferences between S 11 (1650) and S 11 (1535), i.e. destructive in γp → ηp but constructive in γn → ηn. The dashed curve in Fig. 11 denotes the cross section ratio with S 11 (1650) switched off. It shows that the ratio becomes flat and the sharp peak disappears. Our prediction agrees with that of the recent partial-wave analysis [14] . The ratio is also studied within a unitary coupled channel model, it is interpreted by the coupled channel effect in S waves, where the S 11 (1535) is dynamically generated [39] . The data are taken from Ref. [5] . The dashed curve is the result with the S 11 (1650) switched off. 
F. helicity amplitudes
The helicity amplitudes of the nucleon resonances can be extracted by the relation [67] ,
where b η ≡ Γ ηN /Γ R is the branching ratio of the resonance, which can be obtained from the experimental determinations. The quantity ξ for different resonances can be analytically expressed from their CGLN amplitudes. In this work, we have given the expressions of the ξ for the low-lying S and D-wave resonances in Tab. IV.
In the calculations we take the branching ratios of various resonances from [45, 58, 59, 68] , which have been listed in Tab. V. Together with the model parameter fixed, we can extract the helicity amplitudes of those low-lying S and D-wave resonances that are listed in Tab. V. The PDG values [45] are also listed as a comparison. It is found that the predicted magnitudes for A 1/2 and A 3/2 are compatible with the PDG values at the 30% level.
It should be mentioned that when we take the small branching ratio b η = 0.05 ± 0.02% from [58, 59] for D 13 (1520), its extracted helicity amplitudes are good agreement with the values from PDG. However, if we use the large branching ratio b η = 2.3 ± 0.4% from PDG, the helicity amplitudes are too small to be comparable with the experimental values.
Furthermore, we have noted that the A n 1/2 for S 11 (1650) extracted by us has a positive sign, which is opposite to that of other predictions [14, 51, [64] [65] [66] 4 8 ] to reproduce the data for γn → ηn reaction. It is found that a strong contribution of [70, 4 8] might be needed in the reaction, which leads to a dominant contribution of [70, 4 8 ] to the A n 1/2 in the configuration mixing scheme. Thus, we obtain a positive sign. 
IV. SUMMARY
In this work, we have studied the η photoproduction off the quasi-free nucleons within a chiral quark model. Our main motivation is to study the bump-like structure observed in the ηn process around W ≃ 1.68 GeV. We have achieved good descriptions of the differential cross sections, total cross sections, and polarized beam asymmetries for both processes in the three-quark scenario for the baryon resonances.
It is found that the constructive interference between S 11 (1650) and S 11 (1535) is responsible to the bump-like structure around W ≃ 1.68 GeV in the γn → ηn process, while the destructive interference between S 11 (1650) and S 11 (1535) produces the shallow dip around W ≃ 1.68 GeV in the total cross section of γp → ηp. Such interferences can lead to a sharp peak in the ratio of σ n /σ p at W ≃ 1.68 GeV. We also find that no new resonances are needed for both of the processes to interpret the observations in a rather broad energy region above the threshold. We note that the importance of the interference between S 11 (1650) and S 11 (1535) are also found for the πp → ηn process in our previous studies [63] .
Apart from S 11 (1535) and S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520) also plays an important role in both of the reactions. It accounts for the major deviations of the angular distributions of the cross section from an S wave, and also produces large beam asymmetries near threshold. The u channel background can not be neglected for both of the processes. It enhances the cross sections obviously. Our calculation favors a much larger contribution from P 13 (1720) around its threshold. Since it is within the second orbital excitation multiplets, such an enhanced strength could imply the breakdown of the SU(6)⊗O(3) symmetry. Further elaborate treatment for higher excited states should be considered. We also find that around W ≃ 1.7 GeV, D 15 (1675) is crucial for the angular distributions of the cross section for γn → ηn, while D 13 (1700) plays an important role in γp → ηp.
It should be emphasized that the configuration mixing effects in the S and D wave resonances are important for describing γp → ηp near threshold. We have estimated the mixing angles θ S and θ D , which are θ S ≃ 26
• and θ D ≃ 21
• . These mixings are also included in γn → ηn, although some ambiguities would arise from the EM couplings. A much detailed study of this issue will be reported elsewhere.
In this work, we have extracted the helicity amplitudes for the S and D-wave resonances S 11 (1535), S 11 (1650), D 13 (1520), D 13 (1700) and D 15 (1675) from the reactions, which are compatible with the values from PDG.
